Muslims as Victims/Hate Crime Stats

- Not a Single Muslim Has Died Due to Islamophobia - 2002 - 2011 detailed study by FBI.

- Media Hype: Anti-Muslim Hate Crimes Are Increasing. Statistics: No They Aren't 2010

- 2013 FBI Hate Crime Stats Show Again That Claims About "Islamophobia" Are False

- FBI contradicts Hamas-linked CAIR: No wave of "Islamophobia" (12/2012)

- FBI statistics show that there is no "Islamophobia." In fact, many "anti-Muslim hate crimes" have been faked by Muslims, and Jews are eight times more likely than Muslims to be the victims of hate attacks. (11/2011)


- CAIR Pushes Phony Charges of Anti-Muslim Hysteria, Hate Crimes - Investigative Project 2006

- CAIR’s Hate Crimes Nonsense - Daniel Pipes, 2005

- The Hate Crimes Racket Robert Spencer 2008

- As of early 2012 the number of Muslim Americans killed “in revenge” of 9/11/01 = One, but since 9/11, there were 98 more people killed in 63 more terror attacks by Muslims in America.


- Anti-Jewish attacks 70% of hate crimes, anti-Muslim attacks 9% of hate crimes -- Senate to hold hearings on "anti-Muslim bigotry" 2011

- Backlash! Anti-Muslim hate crimes only eight percent of hate crimes, far less than those against Jews 2010
• "When British India was partitioned in 1947 Hindus and Sikhs constituted about twenty percent of the population in what is now Pakistan. Now it is barely one percent." There are still 150 million Muslims in India.

• Christianity "close to extinction" in Middle East because of Muslim persecution which media and politicians ignore for fear of "racism" charges  (2012)

• "Islamophobia" rampant in Canada! 2012:

• Shaima Alawadi victim of honor killing, not "Islamophobic hate crime" (4/2012)

• FBI: Hate crimes against Muslims rare 2010

• Chicago-area Muslim student fabricates anti-Muslim "hate crime" 2008

• Dayton "Islamophobic hate crime” hoax police report: "victim" blamed "black males" 2008

• Connecticut: Hate crime charges dropped against banker who allegedly stabbed and offended Muslim cabbie -- victim concealed evidence 2012

• Burqa bungle